Bus Access - Centre du Bois Du Lys.
Chemin du Clocher,
77190, Dammarie-les-Lys

Pedestrian Entrance : by Chemin du Clocher.

Car entrance and other informations: see http://www.boisduly.com/
For drivers : Park in front of the reception only for luggage deposit. A parking is available at 30m far from the reception.

The center is surrounded by Fontainebleau Forest. Walks are very easy but adapted shoes are recommended in case of rainy weather.
Train: Departure Gare de Lyon - MAIN LINES (Grandes Lignes) - Fast trains, without stop between Paris and Melun.
Direction: Montreuil or Montargis or Laroche-Migennes. The route lasts 25 mn.
----------- 15h05-15h35-16h05-16h35-17h05-17h35-18h05-18h35-19h05-19h35 -----------
DO NOT TAKE RER D (it is not on the same platform as main lines)
Train Tickets: "Transilien Tickets".
Bus Tickets: the same tickets as in Paris Metro/bus (tickets T-optile)

Bus: Monday --- Saturday. Two possibilities

--------------------------------------

BUS A
Cross Avenue Thiers. The stop is next to a little indian restaurant. Direction Dammaries-les-Lys-Vosves-Orgenoy
Leave at stop "Jean de la Fontaine" in Dammaries-les-Lys
Schedule: From 5h14 to 21h39: correspondence with fast trains from Paris (departure 6 to 10 mn after scheduled arrivals).

BUS C:
Place Galliéri: the exit of Melun Station indicated as "Sortie Melun Centre-Place Galliéni". Direction Péguy.
Leave at stop: "Cité Lallemand"
Schedule: From 5h37 to 20h07. Correspondence with fast trains from Paris (departure at _h.07 and _h.37).

Bus: Sunday. One possibility

--------------------------------------

BUS H:
Exit Railway Station by "Sortie Melun Centre-Place Galliéni". Walk 25 meters on your left to reach the stop.
Direction Dammaries-les-Lys. Leave at stop "Jean de la Fontaine"
14h51 - 15h29- 16h00-16h37-17h37-18h03-18h37-19h01-19h37-20h16 (the last)
The route lasts 15 mn.

-----------------------------
SYNCHRON Welcome from 15h on Sunday 27th. Dinner at 20h. For late arrivals, send a mail to therese.hardin@lip6.fr.
In case of any (serious) problem, call the center: 01 64 37 15 27.

-----------------------------